Abstract-The millimeter wave (mmWave) band has the potential to provide high throughput among wearable devices. When mmWave wearable networks are used in crowded environments, such as on a bus or train, antenna directivity and orientation hold the key to achieving Gbps rates. Previous work using stochastic geometry often assumes an infinite number of interfering nodes drawn from a Poisson Point Process (PPP). Since indoor wearable networks will be isolated due to walls, a network with a finite number of nodes may be a more suitable model. In this paper, we characterize the significant sources of interference and develop closed-form expressions for the spatially averaged performance of a typical user's wearable communication link. The effect of human body blockage on the mmWave signals and the role of network density are investigated to show that an increase in interferer density reduces the mean number of significant interferers.
I. INTRODUCTION
In a mobile wearable communication network, several devices positioned around a user's body may communicate with each other in a peer-to-peer fashion or client-server fashion [1] . Unlike conventional wireless body area networks (WBANs), a wearable communication network may also include highend devices like augmented reality glasses and 3D displays that require data rates of the order of giga bits per second, in addition to low-rate devices like health monitoring gadgets. While a controlling node like the user's smartphone may coordinate the communication between the different devices attached to the given user, the wearable networks associated with different users will likely be uncoordinated. This is problematic when supporting high data rate devices in crowded environments, where interference from other-user wearable networks is high [2] .
Prior work on interference modeling for WBANs have mostly considered sub 10 GHz frequency bands [3] - [5] . Even with one active transmitting device per user, supporting multiple uncoordinated wearable communication networks becomes unfeasible at high user densities like 1 − 2 users/m −2 due to resource scarcity [2] . This motivates us to consider the millimeter wave (mmWave) band as a potential candidate for wearable networks as it can support high data rates with reasonable isolation and directivity features [6] , [7] . The unique propagation characteristics of mmWave frequencies imply that [8] , [9] are the main source of blockage in the mmWave wearable networks context. This was considered in [10] for computing the exact signal-to-interference-plus-noiseratio (SINR) distribution for a given fixed location of mmWave wearable networks, leveraging tools from [11] and assuming the fading is Nakagami distributed.
In this paper, we analyze the performance of mmWave based wearable networks modeling human bodies as the main source of blockages and develop an analytic approach for computing spatially averaged SINR performance as seen by a typical user. We assume the user density is very high and the wearable networks across users are uncoordinated. In this scenario, the users act as both sources of blockages and also carry potentially interfering devices with respect to a typical user's wearable communication link. Our stochastic geometry based analysis includes this aspect and system parameters like antenna gain and beam-width, network geometry, and user density. We show that the implication of higher user density is very different for the wearables scenario compared to mmWave cellular systems. Using results from random shape theory, we categorize interferers as strong and weak; the average interference due to the weak interferes is assumed to add to the thermal noise. Our approach mitigates the high computational complexity required to compute outage probability in [10] for larger Nakagami coefficients and for the limiting case of an AWGN channel, in particular.
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Blockage Y i A r out Fig. 1 . The network region A with the reference receiver at the center and potentially interfering transmitters X i and blockages Y i drawn from independent point processes II. SYSTEM MODEL We consider a circular network region A with radius r net consisting of a reference transmitter-receiver pair whose location is relatively fixed, and potentially interfering transmitters that are drawn from a non-homogeneous Poisson Point Process (PPP) Φ that has intensity λ inside A, and zero outside of it (see Fig. 1 ). A circular network region with the reference receiver at the center captures the location of interferers relative to a reference receiver's perspective. We represent the transmitters and their locations as a complex number X i = R i e jφi , where R i = |X i | is the distance of the i th transmitter from the reference receiver and φ i = ∠X i is the corresponding angle to X i . The human body blockages are modeled as circles of diameter W . The location of their centers are denoted by Y i and are drawn from a density λ PPP that is independent 1 of Φ. A transmitter X i is said to be blocked if the path from X i to the reference receiver intersects any circle centered at Y j or if X i falls within a diameter-W circle of some blockage Y j .
We assume the power gain h i due to fading for the wireless link from X i to the reference receiver is a normalized Gamma distributed random variable with parameter m i . If X i is blocked, we say the communication is line of sight (LOS) and m i = m; otherwise, we say that it is non-LOS (NLOS). The path-loss exponent for the link from X i is denoted α i which takes value α L if X i is LOS and α N if it is NLOS. The link between the reference transmitter-receiver pair is assumed to be LOS. We further assume that with probability p t each X i transmits with power P.
As considered before in [10] , [12] , we assume a sectorized antenna array pattern at the transmitter and the receiver antennas that can be characterized by three parameters -the beamwidth of the antenna main-lobe θ, the main-lobe gain G within beamwidth θ, and the side-lobe gain g outside the main-lobe. We use subscripts t and r to denote the antenna parameters at the transmitter and the receiver, respectively. The reference receiver is assumed to be pointed in the direction φ 0 where the reference transmitter is assumed to be located.
III. INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS
We define the blockage probability p b (r) as the probability that an interferer at distance r from the reference receiver is blocked. We evaluate p b (r) as given in the following Lemma.
Lemma 1: When blockages have diameter W , the probability that an interferer at distance r from the reference receiver is blocked is
This can be derived by noting that an interferer at distance r from the reference is blocked whenever there is a blockage in the blocking region A as shown in Fig. 2 . Since the blockages are drawn from a PPP of density λ, Lemma 1 follows. 1 In reality, the locations of the blockages and interferers are correlated (since humans hold the devices and serve as blockages), but the effect of the spatial correlation is negligible (per our work in [10] ). To simplify analysis, we define an equivalent ball of radius R LOS denoted as B(0, R LOS ) to replace the irregular and random LOS boundary. The value of R LOS is evaluated by matching the first moments (Criterion 1 of [13] ). With the distance dependent blockage probability p b (r) as given in (1), the mean number of non-blocked interferers E(I LOS ) is
Equating (3) to the mean number of interferers in the equivalent LOS ball of radius R LOS , we find the radius
The plot of R LOS as a function of r net for various density of interferers is shown in Fig. 3 where we assume W = 0.3 m. From Fig. 3 , it is evident that for larger interferer density λ, the LOS ball radius R LOS quickly becomes insensitive to the variation of r net . In the limit as r net → ∞, the expression for R LOS simplifies further as
With this equivalent LOS ball assumption, p b (r) is a step function with a step up at distance R LOS . This means that the interferers at a distance less than R LOS are strong and those at distances greater than R LOS (i.e., falling outside the LOS ball) from the reference receiver are weak and their combined signal power is treated as adding to the thermal noise variance. This simplifies the analysis considerably as shown later. The validity of this assumption is shown in Section IV.
To better understand the impact of network density and human body blockage, the expected number of interferers within the LOS ball as a function of the user density λ is shown in Fig. 4 for various values of W . It is seen that unlike conventional networks, an increase in the interferer density λ does not increase the density of the strong interferers. The mean number of strong interferers reduces for larger user density because both interferers and blockages are associated with users in mmWave wearable networks. So increasing interferer density λ also increases the effect of blockages. Further, higher values for W result in smaller mean number of strong interference in accordance to this intuition, as shown in Fig. 4 .
Next we define the discrete random variable I i for i ∈ Φ ∩ B(0, R LOS ), as follows. This is the random variable denoting the relative transmit power gain from X i that takes into account the random transmission probability p t , and the random orientation of its antenna main-lobe.
The normalized power gain at the receiver for the interference signal from the i th interferer X i depends on whether or not it falls in the main-lobe beam of the reference receiver. We defined the normalized power gain as [10] 
where (7) is independently and identically distributed (i.i.d) with probability density function (pdf)
Defining I Φ = i∈Φ∩B(0,R LOS ) I i h i Ω i , the SINR can be written as
In (10), the quantityσ 2 NLOS is the mean interference power due to the interferers lying outside the LOS ball. This is evaluated next.
A. Evaluation of mean power due to weak interferers
The average power of the interference outside the LOS ball is given bȳ (7) and the pdf of R i per (9) , and noting that |i ∈ Φ \ B(0, R LOS )| = K + K , the RHS of (11) can be written as
so that
By using (13) (12) can be written compactly as
B. Coverage probability
The coverage probability P c (β) is defined as the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the SINR evaluated at a threshold β
where
is the CCDF of SINR evaluated at β for a given realization of Φ. Substituting (10) into (15) defining
noise +σ 2 NLOS , and rearranging leads to
For a normalized gamma distributed random variable with (integer) parameter m, the CDF evaluated at a point x can be tightly lower bounded by 1 − e −mmx m , wherem = (m!)
Using the binomial theorem, (17) can be expanded and
The expectation in (18), simplifies further as
where the last step uses the fact that {h i } and {I i } are independent. Noting that h i is a Gamma random variable, the term E hi e − mmβIihiΩi is its moment generating function which evaluates to
The number of interferers K that are within B(0, R LOS ) is Poisson distributed with mean λπR 2 LOS . Given K, the number of interfering transmittersK falling within the receiver antenna main-lobe is a Binomial random variable with parameter θr 2π . Using (7) and denoting T (g, R) as
and
the RHS of (19) can be expanded as follows,
Note that for a given K, {R i }, i = 1, ..., K are i.i.d with pdf as given in (8) . So (24) becomes
The i th term of q and G are denoted as q i and G i , respectively in (25).
Given the CCDF of SINR, the distribution of spectral efficiency η can be evaluated, using which ergodic spectral efficiency can be computed as E [η].
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we first show the validity of our assumption of considering only the strong interferers within the LOS ball and treating the weak interferers as adding to the thermal noise variance. We compare the plots of ergodic efficiency distribution of the actual network without averaging the weak interferers that lie outside B(0, R LOS ) (see [12] for details) against the results obtained via the formulation in Section III-A. This is shown in Fig. 5 . We conclude that it is reasonable to capture the NLOS mean interference as a factor that adds to the thermal noise floor. m on the average data rate is shown in Fig. 7 for two different interferer densities for G t = G r = 6 dB, g t = g r = −0.88 dB, θ t = θ r = 50 o , and p t = 1. Increasing m results in the LOS links being more like AWGN, and the system performance is seen to improve similar to that observed in free space pointto-point communication.
V. CONCLUSION
Modeling wearable networks involves modeling the human blockages and potential interferers that are both associated with users. We show that assuming the blockages and the interferers are drawn from a PPP in an infinite two-dimensional plane and explicitly accounting for the interferers that lie within a LOS ball while treating the NLOS interference that lie outside the ball as adding to noise, we can closely approximate the realistic case of finite number of interferers in a finite network region when the user density is high. We also develop closed-form expressions for spatially averaged SINR coverage that incorporates antenna parameters and density. The limiting case of AWGN channel for the LOS links is also studied to evaluate the sensitivity of the performance to strong LOS interference within close proximity.
